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The Fascinating History of Spectacles

Introduction:

The wearing of spectacles has now become a

common everyday item apart from carrying a cellphone by

people around the world. Perception and intellectual quality

of life would have been quite different without the

spectacles.

The development of glasses as a common treatment

for correction of refractive error took centuries, with many

brilliant innovators paving the path to the perfect vision you
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get to enjoy today. We will take a glance into the historical

evolution that now allows millions of people to read, drive,

perform surgery, day-to-day work and excel in their

professional skill.

Who Invented Spectacles?

The exact origin and inventor of spectacles are

mostly unknown and a matter of conjecture1-7. Whether it

was Roger Bacon or Salvino d’Amarti or someone else or



whether eyeglasses were first used by the Greeks, Romans,

Chinese or Egyptians is still unknown to us1-7. However,

the Romans first discovered the ability to use glass to

enhance their ability to see small text, creating small

magnifying glasses with spheres. The first documented pair

of eyeglasses is believed to have been created in Italy around

1285. However, Marco Polo claimed to have seen many a

pair in China in 1275.

Earliest Reference:

“Letters, however small and indistinct, are seen

enlarged and more clearly through a globe or glass filled

with water”. This simple sentence, written by Roman

tragedian Seneca the Younger (4 BC-65 AD), is how he

read books of Rome and  this was the first recorded

observation of magnified vision.

Artefacts simulating lenses have been excavated

from archeological sites that date back to as early as 1550

BC1-8. The Greek author and “father of comedy”

Aristophanes  wrote about a burning lens in his comedy

play “The Clouds” in 423 BC.

Beginning of the Eyeglasses:

The earliest glasses used in spectacles were

comparatively crude but were quite popular particularly

among the monks, long before the optical system of the

eye was explained successively by Johannes Kepler,

Thomas Young, Sir George Biddell  Airy and Frans Cornelis

Donders.

The invention of spectacles points to the late

thirteenth century, probably in Florence, Italy. The identity

of the man who invented reading glasses has long remained

a subject of speculation, with opinions once divided

between Alessandro di Spina and Salvino degli Armati.

Once attention has been drawn to a inscription on tomb in

Florence, Italy. The inscription is  “Here lies Salvino, son

of Armato degli Armati of  Florence, inventor of eyeglasses.

May God forgive his sins. AD 1317”9. However, several

scholars concluded that this inscription was a hoax and

deliberate claim of more recent origin2,10. Sometimes it has

been attributed to the English scholar Roger Bacon.Roger

Bacon conducted a number of experiments with mirrors

and lenses, and commented in his Opus majus (1268) that

lenses properly shaped might have a corrective effect on

persons with poor eyesight. Roger Bacon wrote about the

ability of convex lenses to magnify, and appears to have

used a segment of glass sphere to aid in reading. However,

it seems unlikely that he mounted such lenses in a spectacle

frame or hold them close to his eye. Another person

sometimes connected to the invention of spectacle was an

Italian monk named Alessandro dela Spina. A manuscript

from Pisa says he was a nice and humble man who made

spectacles for himself and his friends.There were conflicting

writings as to whether he was the inventor of spectacles or

learned from someone else. In a sermon dated February

23,1305,a monk from Pisa,  Giordano da Rivalto stated,

“It is not yet 20 years since there was discovered the art of

making eyeglasses”. This would place the invention of

spectacles around 1285. However,the first person to make

spectacles was most likely an unknown artisan, who tried

to keep his knowledge secret to avoid economic

competition.Primitive glass-blown lenses  made from  a type

of quartz called beryl were set into wooden, leather or

animal horn  frames  and then held either before the face or

perched on the nose. Mostly used by monks, these grew in

popularity and the technology improved through the

Renaissance.In the 13th century, glassworks in Murano, Italy

was the only factory that had the ability to manufacture the

soft glass essential to the manufacture of lenses.

Once early  spectacles developed, they must have

been  popularised quite quickly. Spectacles manufacturing

industries slowly started appearing by AD1300 in

Nuremberg in Germany, Haarlem in the Netherlands and

Venice in Italy. The  earliest technique to prepare durable

paper also developed around the same period followed by

the invention of the printing press after a brief period of

time. Both of these developments must have stimulated the

craving for literacy with consequent  demand for spectacles

which have increased as well. Early spectacles contained

convex lenses and were mostly used for reading purposes.
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The first known written description of the use of concave

lenses in spectacles appeared in 1458 in a book “De

Beryllo” authored by Nicolaus Cusanus, a German

philosopher.

Artwork remains the best testament that these

glasses existed, as early Renaissance paintings sometimes

depicting scholars using handheld frames or perch-style

glasses. First portrait to show spectacles is that of  Cardinal

Hugh of Provence. The portrait fresco was painted by

Tommaso da Modena in the Dominican Chapter of the

church of St Nicholas in Treviso (Italy), 1352 (Fig 1). His

painting depicts the monk reading and writing manuscript

wearing glasses perched on his nose.

In 1480 Domenico Ghirlandaio painted St Jerome

at a desk with dangled eyeglass (Fig 2). Subsequently, St

Jerome became the Patron Saint of the spectacle-makers

guild. During the Renaissance period glasses were status

symbols of intelligence and prosperity.The glass making

technique  remained stagnant onwards for  several centuries.

During the 1600s spectacle glasses first  became hands

free obviously with the addition of temples in spectacles

frames  to extend over the ears.

Those first eyeglass frame temples were made by

Spanish craftsman. They affixed ribbons of silk or strings

to the frame and looped them over the user’s ears. The

new types of eyeglasses were brought to China by Spanish

and Italian missionaries. However, Chinese people modified

the loops by attaching small metal weights to the strings

instead of making loops.

Early Development:

Thomas Young was the first to describe and

measure astigmatism (1801). He used an optometer

designed by him to measure his own astigmatism. He had

myopia and against the rule astigmatism9. Thomas Young

usually did not wear any spectacles and was more

comfortable  with a concave monocle which he would tilt

to look through obliquely to correct his astigmatism10.

George Biddell Airy, an English mathematician and

astronomer is the pioneer person who designed  and wore

a spherocylindrical correction for his own astigmatic

correction. He also had myopia and against the rule

astigmatism like Thomas Young. Fuller, an optician of

Ipswich, England manufactured the  spherocylindrical

correction glasses for  George Biddell Airy , which were

meant to be held by hand. George Biddell Airy coined the

Fig 1 –  Portrait of Cardinal Hugh of Provence by

Tomasso da Modena–First Depiction of Glasses

term astigmatism in 1849 in consultation with his colleague

William Whewell in 1849. Coincidentally, an American

scientist also discovered his own astigmatism in the same

year (1827). Chauncey E Goodrich described his

astigmatism and used spherocylindrical lenses made by John

McAlister Jr of McAlister family of opticians of

Philadelphia. Later glasses were designed to be held in place

by ribbon or by exerting pressure on the bridge of the nose,

such as with pince-nez.

Modern Development:

Perhaps the most popular of more improved glasses

include “Martin’s Margins”, spectacles with thinner lenses

supported by durable frames invented by  Benjamin Martin.
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He is one of the most famous 18th century eyeglass

manufacturers. His glasses were named Martin’s Margins.

After the “temple” innovation, Benjamin Franklin  invented

the bifocal lens, which allowed a presbyopic person to use

by Sam Foster. He made it utilising the polarising filter.

Roman tragedian Seneca the Younger (4 BC-65

AD), private tutor of Emperor Nero, read books in Rome

with globes filled with water. Though this was the first

recorded observation of magnified vision, the history of

eyeglasses improved consistently through the ages. The first

documented pair of eyeglasses is believed to have been

created in Italy around 1285. So, the spectacles we wear

are the result of centuries of innovative ideas and quest for

knowledge and technology.

Fig 2 –  Portrait of St Jerome at His Desk by Domenico

Ghirlandaio

one pair of glasses instead of two. He did this by fixing

two  lenses  together into one frame. Another style that

was prominent during this time was “scissor spectacles”.

These were glasses that could be stored in the pocket and

taken out when needed for seeing something important.

Conclusions:

Finally, the 1980s saw the introduction of plastic/

resin lenses. These were more durable,  lighter and thinner

than their glass predecessors. Modern technology continues

to improve glasses with protective coatings that reduce
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